Some time ago, Serires, a powerful
wizard with an OCD disorder, created
a very strange dungeon to experiment
with magic in a very organized world.
And hide his treasures. He loves
squares, magic portals and symmetry.
Instructions: Don’t show the map to
players. Don’t let them draw a map if
their characters don’t have paper or
something to write, just tell them the
doors in the room and their position.
Doors connecting rooms are magic
portals, heroes can’t see what is in
the other side and once they enter, a
magic force will push them through.
Heroes can try to resist, but it is
painful and it will cost them some

N

health points.
All the rooms look the same: same
shape, same size, if there are elements
like furniture they are always
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duplicated (except traps).
Traps will trigger twice. Always. The
second attack will come after 2
rounds.
If guards activate the alarm, the 2.5
strategic rooms will get 2-4 extra
veteran guards.

:

a bunch of corpses of different races.
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:

medium treasure in gold, silver and some gems.

:

They show burned marks. touching a corpse gives a disease: -10%
constitution. It can be healed with a small healing spell/potion.

:

a bunch of huge rats managed to create a hole in

the wall. In the hole there is a medallion that allows its
carrier (neck) to go to the library crossing any portal.

:

It has some interesting magic books: “How to

create portals” & “Organize a room properly”
80 % chances of Serires is here. If so,
there is an open portal and the wizard is summoning a really
strong and evil creature who will attack the players.

20% chances of Serires is here. If so, if the

alarm is activated, he will be ready to fight, if not, he is surprised.

: Serire use them to move faster through
the dungeon. every room has 2 levers, in the right position, a person
can move between the rooms through the portals.

:

50% of a trap: there are an odd number of

elements in the room. 20% empty room. 10% human who lost his mind
lost in the dungeon fled from jails (only once). 10% 1-2 guards
patrolling, activate the alarm in 3 rounds. 10% 1-2 huge rat attack

